It has been suggested by A. Sen that the entropy of two-charge supersymmetric bound states in string theory should be accounted for by adding the entropy of source-free horizonless supergravity solutions to the entropy associated with the horizons of small black holes. This would imply that the entropy arises differently depending on the duality frame: in the D1-D5 frame one would count source-free horizonless solutions, while in the NS1-P frame one would compute the area of a horizon. This might lead to the belief that the microstates are described by fuzzball solutions in the D1-D5 duality frame but by a black hole with a horizon in the latter. We argue that this is not the case, and that the microstates are fuzzballs in all duality frames. We observe that the scaling argument used by Sen fails to account for the entropy in the D1-P and other duality frames. We also note that the traditional extremal black hole solution is not a complete string background, since finite-action paths connect the exterior near-horizon extremal throat to the region inside the horizon, including the singularity. The singularity of the traditional black hole solution does not give a valid boundary condition for a fundamental string; correcting this condition by resolving the singularity modifies the black hole to a fuzzball with no horizon. We argue that for questions of counting states, the traditional black hole solution should be understood through its Euclidean continuation as a saddle point, and that the Lorentzian states being counted are fuzzballs in all duality frames.
Introduction
String theory has seen significant success in the exploration of the fundamental physics of black holes. Supersymmetric (BPS) black holes carrying two conserved charges have provided a particularly fruitful laboratory. The entropy of BPS states of the heterotic string carrying n w units of winding and n p units of momentum was first computed by Sen [1, 2] . The microscopic entropy at large n w n p , S micro 4π √ n w n p , (1.1)
gave the first example of a microscopic count of states which reproduces black hole entropy in string theory. The spherically symmetric BPS black hole solution with these charges is singular in supergravity. However Sen argued that higher-derivative corrections would be relevant at some fixed distance from the singularity; placing a stretched horizon there gave a gravitational entropy proportional to the area A of the stretched horizon, S grav ∼ A G , yielding the value
where c is a constant of order unity whose value depends on the precise location of the stretched horizon. Later work found that the constant c in (1.2) agreed with (1.1) for the heterotic string [3] , but for similar states in Type IIA/IIB theory the constant c was found to vanish.
The states counted in (1.1) certainly exist in string theory, so one can ask: what is their gravitational description when n w , n p 1? This question was addressed in [4] for states in Type IIB theory compactified as
where M d,1 denotes (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski space asymptotics. The entropy (1.1) arises from the different ways that the momentum can be distributed among the various harmonics of the string. One can start by considering simple states, in which a few harmonics k are populated with excitation numbers n k 1. Coherent states of this type are described by a classical vibration profile F ( x) describing the motion of the string, and the gravitational solution for the string carrying such a wave can be computed [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These solutions, given in (2.2) below, turn out to have no horizon. They also do not have the kind of singularity found inside a black hole. The supergravity fields instead have the natural singularity that corresponds to the string source at the location F ( x).
In typical microstates, expectation values of n k follow the Bose/Fermi distributions; this implies that n k ∼ 1 for generic k (i.e., for wavelengths around the thermal value). Approaching such a typical microstate from states with larger n k , one finds that the gravity solution does not tend towards the traditional black hole with a smooth horizon; rather, it tends to a quantum bound state with radius of order the horizon size. The study of this system led to the fuzzball conjecture: the size of bound states in string theory gives rise to quantum effects on the scale of the would-be horizon, so that no state in string theory produces a gravitational solution with horizon. More precisely, one never obtains a horizon with a neighborhood of spacetime around it where the dynamics of low energy modes is approximated by dynamics in the (say Unruh) vacuum; in particular the dynamics of the modes involved in Hawking radiation will differ by order unity from evolution in the vacuum [4, 6, [10] [11] [12] [13] . 1 The computation of [4] considered vibrations of the string in the non-compact directions. Vibrations in the compact directions were studied in [5, 9] , fermionic condensates were studied in [7] , and vibrations of the heterotic string were studied in [9] . In each case no horizon or singularity was found, apart from the singularity corresponding to the string source, which is understood to be a physical source in the theory.
By a sequence of S and T dualities, the fundamental string (NS1) and momentum (P) charges can be mapped to D5 and D1 charges respectively [18, 5, 6, 9] . The supergravity solutions for supersymmetric NS1-P states are mapped under these dualities to supergravity solutions describing supersymmetric D1-D5 states. These solutions are given in (2.5) below. The NS1 string source is mapped to a KK monopole supertube, which is a smooth gravitational solution with a topological twist. In the D1-D5 duality frame the solutions are smooth, with no horizon or singularity of either kind: neither a black hole singularity nor a singularity arising from a string/brane source [5] . These smooth solutions were quantized and counted in [19, 20] , and the microscopic entropy (1.1) was reproduced. The D1-D5 solutions have been studied using precision holography [8, [21] [22] [23] . In the NS1-NS5 duality frame, some of these backgrounds have recently been generalized to exactlysolvable worldsheet sigma models [24] , enabling stringy aspects of black hole microstates to be explored [25, 26] .
The fuzzball paradigm would resolve the Information Paradox [27, 12] : rather than radiate by pair production from the empty space around a horizon, a non-extremal fuzzball would unitarily radiate the information at its surface encoded in its structure. This unitary Hawking radiation has been studied in certain examples [28] [29] [30] 26] .
In 2009 Sen made a proposal for how to deal with smooth classical solutions, for the purpose of microstate counting [31] . Sen argued that the smooth D1-D5 solutions (2.5) should be regarded as a good classical description of the D1-D5 system, while the dual NS1-P solutions (2.2) should not. Sen reaches this conclusion by working with a particular notion of a 'classical solution'. Such a solution of string (field) theory should include corrections to all orders in α , but no corrections in the string coupling g s . Sen argues that such a classical solution should not have string theory sources; it should be described by a smooth set of fields. With this definition, he observes that the D1-D5 solutions (2.5) are good classical solutions while the NS1-P ones are not, since they contain a string source. He also argues that the traditional black hole with horizon should be considered a good 'classical solution' for the NS1-P frame. 2 He concludes that in the D1-D5 duality frame the entropy should be obtained by counting solutions with no horizon, while in the NS1-P duality frame the entropy should be obtained from the Wald entropy computation for the geometry with horizon.
This approach may lead one to believe that in the D1-D5 frame the microstates are fuzzballs, while in the NS1-P frame they are not; i.e., that in the NS1-P frame one just has the traditional 1 The black hole solution with horizon may still provide an excellent approximation for certain physical processes such as the infall of energetic matter onto the fuzzball [14, 15] , or (for example) the emission of gravitational waves in black hole mergers [16] . In the emission of gravitational waves from a black hole merger, the key property of the horizon is to provide a purely ingoing boundary condition; such a condition is reproduced to a very good approximation by the highly absorptive fuzzball surface [17] . 2 Note that in Sen's approach one counts a discrete set of quantum states, so the computation is not classical in this sense. The point is rather that one does not include corrections that are higher orders of the string coupling gs, so the effective action will not include string loop corrections.
solution with horizon. We will argue that such an inference is incorrect, and that the microstates are fuzzballs in all duality frames. Note that the term fuzzball refers to general quantum bound states of string theory corresponding to black hole microstates; a given fuzzball state may or may not have a description as a classical solution, with or without sources. We expect typical fuzzball states to have Planck-scale degrees of freedom, meaning that typical states are not individually described by classical solutions. Having said this, families of supergravity solutions can give valuable insight into the structure of bound states as one takes the limit from atypical to typical states [4, 32] .
The issue we address is important when it comes to more general black holes made from three or more charges. If we assume that Sen's method of counting directly says something about the structure of microstates, then it would seem that one class of the microstates for such holes will be described through a traditional horizon, while another class, typically smaller in number, would be described by smooth solutions.
By contrast, the fuzzball paradigm proposes that no solution has a horizon. More precisely, one must examine the dynamics of the modes involved in radiation from the hole, and for this purpose both α and g s effects must be considered whenever they are relevant. The traditional picture of the hole has these modes evolving in a local vacuum around the horizon, while in the fuzzball paradigm the state near the surface of the fuzzball has very little overlap with the vacuum state.
In this paper we will show that using Sen's argument to understand microstates faces two difficulties. These difficulties have been noted in passing elsewhere; in the present work we develop and expand upon these difficulties more explicitly, adding some simple computations to support the arguments. We then argue that Sen's proposal does not impact upon the fuzzball paradigm, and we instead interpret his approach as a string theory generalization of the Euclidean derivation of black hole entropy carried out by Gibbons and Hawking [33] .
A more detailed outline of these points is as follows:
(i) The proposal in [31] is based on a scaling argument. Sen considers the classical supergravity action which contains corrections to all orders in α but not in g s ; solutions that extremize this action and that do not have string-theory sources are considered to be good 'classical solutions'. He notes that this action has a certain scaling symmetry in the fields and charges. From this scaling he shows that in the D1-D5 duality frame, the area of the horizon of a putative classical black hole solution would not scale correctly with the charges; thus such a solution cannot exist and therefore the entropy cannot be described in terms of the area of such a horizon. However one can obtain the entropy in a different way: since the microstates (2.5) are smooth classical solutions, one can count them directly by quantizing the space of smooth solutions, and thereby obtain the entropy. In the NS1-P frame, on the other hand, the solutions (2.2) have a string source, and Sen would not consider these as valid classical solutions. However this time the putative horizon area scales correctly with the charges, and indeed the entropy can be obtained from such a black hole solution as mentioned above [3] .
One difficulty with this argument can be seen by considering a third duality frame: one in which the charges are D1-P, as noted in [34] . 3 We write the corresponding microstate solutions in (2.8) below; as expected these have a singularity corresponding to the D1-brane source. Thus 3 More generally, one can consider any duality frame in which the bound state has both R-R and NS-NS charges.
these solutions should not be valid 'classical solutions' according to the reasoning of [31] , and so in Sen's framework they cannot be counted to obtain the entropy. However the putative horizon area does not scale correctly with the charges in this duality frame, so one cannot use a solution with horizon to obtain the entropy either. This indicates that the correct perspective is the fuzzball one, in which the two-charge solutions (2.2), (2.5), (2.8) describe the microstates in the respective NS1-P, D1-P, and D1-D5 duality frames, and in no case does any microstate have a horizon.
(ii) A second difficulty is as follows. In the NS1-P frame Sen appears to assume that the traditional supersymmetric small black hole solution with horizon describes a good string solution to all orders in α . A similar assumption is made for extremal black holes with more charges, where the horizon has a macroscopic size (i.e. a radius much larger than the string length l s = √ α ). In both cases, the extremal black holes have a throat which has infinite proper length when measured along a spacelike slice. It may therefore seem that the horizon is infinitely far away, and the geometry outside the horizon is a complete solution to the tree-level string action.
However it was noted in [35] that this is not the case. As is well known, while the proper length of the throat measured along a spacelike slice is infinite, freely-falling massive particles fall across the horizon in finite proper time. As we will describe in detail below, there exist finiteaction paths that connect points in the throat to the singularity. Thus in the string worldsheet dynamics in the throat, one is forced to consider tubes that emerge from the worldsheet and touch the singularity. One must thus have a consistent boundary condition at the singularity.
In string theory one allows certain singularities that correspond to 1/2-BPS brane sources. By contrast, in the traditional geometry of a two-charge BPS black hole, the singularity carries two charges, and one does not have a boundary condition for such a source. The fuzzball construction demonstrates that such two-charge singularities resolve themselves into a fuzzball structure where locally the singularity is due to a single brane charge (e.g. a D1-brane at an angle, as a local segment of a D1-P fuzzball). We indeed have valid boundary conditions for such a resolved source. Thus we conclude that the spherically symmetric black hole solution considered by Sen is not a valid solution to the string dynamics, and correcting it to a valid solution by resolving the singularity in string theory brings us back to a fuzzball solution with no horizon, regardless of which duality frame we are working in.
(iii) In other works, Sen and others have used the traditional solution with horizon to good effect in computing the entropy for extremal black holes (see e.g. the review [36] ). If the classical solution is invalid for the above reason, then how should one interpret the success of these entropy computations? As noted in [35] one should Wick rotate the Lorentzian black hole by t → −iτ to obtain a Euclidean solution. This Euclidean solution is a saddle point in the path integral over all gravity solutions, and expanding about this saddle point should give the entropy the same way that Gibbons and Hawking obtained the leading order entropy in [33] (c.f. the related remarks in [11] ). Sen's computations should be unaffected by this rotation, and the microscopic counts should be reproduced again. The distinction we make is about the physics of the original Lorentzian microstates: we argue that these should be fuzzballs in each duality frame, with no horizon. The Euclidean saddle point approximates a path integral where all these fuzzball states run in a τ loop, but we should not Wick rotate this saddle point back to Lorentzian signature and argue that it gives a valid string solution.
As this paper was in an advanced stage of preparation, we received the preprint [37] which notes that for the (4+1)-dimensional two-charge extremal black hole created by the heterotic string carrying momentum, the numerical coefficient in the Wald entropy does not agree with the numerical factor in the microscopic entropy. This supports the view that one should compute the entropy of this system by counting fuzzball states, regardless of the duality frame.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the two-charge supergravity solutions in different duality frames. In Section 3 we review Sen's scaling argument and discuss its problems. In Section 4 we argue that the traditional black hole solution with horizon is not a valid string background because of its unphysical singularity. In Section 5 we argue that the traditional black hole solution with horizon is best understood through its continuation to a smooth Euclidean solution. Section 6 contains further discussion. Consider states with n w units of NS1 string winding around S 1 , and n p units of momentum along S 1 . The bound state with these charges is a multi-wound fundamental string that is wound n w times around the S 1 and carries n p units of momentum charge in the form of travelling waves.
It is convenient to consider the n w -fold covering space of the S 1 . In this covering space the multi-wound string is a singly-wound string of total length L T ≡ n w L. In the classical limit of large n w , n p , coherent states are described by a classical vibration profile for the travelling wave F (v), wherev = t−ŷ and whereŷ is the covering-space coordinate, 0 ≤ŷ < L T . For simplicity we restrict to F having non-zero components only along the four non-compact directions x 1 , . . . , x 4 .
In spacetime (as distinct from the covering space) this configuration can be described as n w strands of the NS1 with appropriate joining conditions, and with each strand carrying a transverse vibration. It is possible to write the metric for a string carrying a travelling wave, and further, to superpose such strings when the momentum on each is carried in the same direction y. In the limit of large n w , one can smear over the strands and describe them as a continuous distribution.
The resulting NS1-P family of supergravity solutions, in the string frame, is given by
where
andḞ denotes the derivative of F with respect tov. 4 One can perform the following dualities on these solutions to map them to the D1-D5 solutions in Type IIB:
Performing these dualities on the NS1-P solutions (2.2) using the Buscher rules, one obtains the D1-D5 string-frame solutions:
where the forms B i and C ij are defined by the duality relations:
and the harmonic functions H, K, A i take the same form as in (2.3), up to scalings of the coupling constants etc., that arise from the duality maps. (These scalings are given in [6] .)
In the set of dualities we performed, after the first S-duality one obtains the charges D1-P; the string-frame supergravity fields for this configuration are
Again the harmonic functions are given by appropriately transformed versions of the functions written in (2.3) [6] .
The scaling argument
In this section we first review some of the reasoning behind Sen's suggestion to treat smooth source-free solutions differently from solutions with sources. We then review Sen's scaling argument that in different duality frames the entropy of two-charge microstates should be accounted for in different ways: by counting solutions without sources or by the entropy associated to a horizon, and thus that more generally one should add the contributions from smooth source-free horizonless solutions and solutions with horizons. We then observe that such an argument does not allow either method of counting to be used for the D1-P duality frame, or any other frame with mixed R-R and NS-NS charges. 4 The solutions described above are constructed at a special point in the moduli space of compactifications. One can make solutions at more general moduli by taking, for instance, the compact directions
which is not rectangular. One still finds fuzzball solutions (rather than a black hole with horizon). The only new feature is that (for coprime n1, np) the solution cannot break into two parts with no cost in energy; i.e., the solution is bound rather than threshold bound.
Supergravity solutions without sources
As we have noted, the fuzzball paradigm would resolve the information paradox: a non-extremal fuzzball would radiate the information at its surface encoded in its structure, rather than radiate by pair production from a horizon. However it is interesting to ask more detailed questions about the nature of the fuzzball microstates, and in particular about the role of smooth source-free supergravity solutions.
A genuine complication of dealing with smooth source-free solutions arises in the context of precision counting of black hole microstates [38, 39] . Given a brane bound state corresponding to an extremal black hole, the vast majority of microstates reside deep inside the throat region of the spacetime, where the traditional geometry has a horizon. However a small number of microstates can arise at the region at the top of the throat, where it changes over to flat spacetime; this region is often referred to as the 'neck' region. These states are described by smooth deformations of the supergravity solution at the neck, with no string sources present, and we will denote them by 'neck modes'. 5 The entropy of these modes must be added to the entropy of the black hole in order to correctly reproduce the microscopic entropy [38, 39] . One can ask more generally: how many microstates of a given black hole are accounted for by quantizing the space of smooth supergravity solutions?
In the fuzzball paradigm the horizon is replaced by a quantum bound state of string theory. When this bound state can be described geometrically, the solution describing the bound state caps off smoothly deep inside the throat region. The details of the solution near the cap encode the information of the microstate. However one can also consider neck modes that modify a given fuzzball state at the top of the throat. Such neck modes can be constructed explicitly, are globally smooth, and have a consistent holographic interpretation [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . 6 Because of the existence of neck modes, we see that the entropy of at least some smooth classical field profiles must be added to the entropy that arises from the degrees of freedom deep inside the throat, where the horizon would be. It is natural to explore what general lesson, or rule, one should derive from this. For the two-charge black hole, Sen noted that in the D1-D5 frame the would-be horizon is replaced by a family of smooth source-free capped solutions (and limits thereof). He thus suggested that these smooth solutions should be quantized and counted, just as must be done for the neck modes. By contrast, in the NS1-P frame Sen noted that, at least for heterotic compactifications, one can obtain (after stringy corrections) a solution with a horizon. Thus one would double-count if one added the entropy of the smooth solutions with the string source to the entropy associated with the horizon. Sen proposed not to count the microstates with the string source, and instead to obtain the count of microstates in this duality frame from the area of the horizon of the α -corrected black hole solution.
While there may be different ways to count microstates, we emphasize that our primary interest is in a different question: what is the spacetime structure of the black hole microstates? One might use Sen's counting approach to argue that some states are explicit string theory solutions while others can only be represented as an ensemble through a horizon. We will argue that this would be incorrect, and that the two-charge microstates are fuzzballs in all duality frames, regardless of whether there may be sources in some frames and not in others. We will furthermore argue that the solution with a horizon is not a valid string solution in any duality frame.
We next proceed to review Sen's scaling argument which seeks to distinguish the D1-D5 frame from the NS1-P frame.
The scaling argument
The bosonic part of the action of Type IIB supergravity is
with a self-duality constraint on
Sen observes that this action has the following scaling symmetry [31] :
Under these scalings we obtain
Now let us consider the charges. Magnetic charges are given by integrating the corresponding field strength over a Gaussian surface. We thus obtain the scalings
On the other hand for an electric charge such as that of the fundamental string, we have the equation
If we keep the field B 2 unchanged, while scaling e −2φ → λ 2 e −2φ , then we must scale j el by λ 2 .
For an RR field, we have a field equation of the form
Thus if we scale C 2 → λ C 2 , then we must scale j el µν → λ j el µν . With this reasoning, we find
The entropy of the black hole can be derived from the action computed for a solution of the field equations, and is found to be proportional to the on-shell value of the action. 7 For extremal black holes the entropy depends only on the charges. Thus from (3.3) and the scalings of the charges we find the scaling relation
While we worked with Type IIB supergravity above, a similar argument applies in Type IIA, and also in the heterotic theory where we of course have NSNS fields but no RR fields.
We now examine the argument of [31] . Consider the supersymmetric NS1-P black hole solution in IIA/IIB, or the supersymmetric heterotic string solution carrying string winding and momentum charges. These charges are all electric. The leading-order solution produced by these charges does not have a horizon; it has a singularity at r = 0. However if the curvature becomes string scale at some location r h , there will be corrections to the metric from terms in the effective action that are higher order in α . Such α corrections may arise through curvature invariants such as 9) or alternately may arise through null components of the "T tensors" formed from curvature and field strength tensors, even if they do not arise in any coordinate invariants, as has been recently pointed out [46, 47] . Let us assume that these α corrections change the geometry to that of an extremal hole with a horizon area equal to the surface area at the location r h . For such a corrected geometry we can compute the on-shell action S and thereby an entropy S BH . Now suppose we scale the charges as in (3.8). The metric g µν is not scaled, so the geometry (with all its α corrections) remains unchanged. The relation (3.8) then gives
This scaling is reproduced by the corresponding scaling of the microscopic entropy,
From this discussion we conclude that an α -corrected black hole geometry would be compatible with the scaling of the microscopic entropy. (Note however, that such an argument does not prove that a spherically symmetric extremal black hole is indeed the correct geometry to describe the NS1-P extremal hole, and we will argue later that it is not.)
Sen then examines the D1-D5 system, which is obtained from NS1-P by dualities. Both the D1 and D5 charges are RR charges. Thus if the entropy for this system could be obtained from a classical solution, we would find the scaling
However the microscopic entropy S micro = 2π √ n 1 n 5 does not satisfy this scaling:
From this Sen concludes that in the D1-D5 duality frame, a black hole solution cannot be used to derive the entropy of the system, and the entropy must therefore be accounted for by quantizing the space of smooth fuzzball solutions (2.5).
For the NS1-P system, however, Sen argues that one should not quantize the space of solutions (2.2) and then count their number. His reason is that these solutions have a singularity arising from the NS1 string source. This makes the solutions singular, and such solutions should not be considered valid 'classical solutions' for the purpose of counting. As we have seen, in this case one can in principle obtain the entropy from a black hole solution instead, since the scaling law works in the NS1-P frame.
Problem with the scaling argument
An immediate problem with the argument reviewed above is as follows. Consider the two-charge supersymmetric solutions in the D1-P duality frame, as given in (2.8). These solutions have a D1-brane source, so in Sen's framework they would not be considered valid classical solutions. Thus in this framework the entropy cannot be obtained by quantizing the space of these solutions and then counting them. In that case we should look for the entropy from a black hole solution. However we find that in this frame the scaling indicates that there cannot be a classical black hole solution. The D1 charge is an RR charge while P is an NSNS charge. The scaling relation (3.8) gives
while the microscopic entropy S micro = 2π √ n 1 n p scales as
Thus we find that Sen's framework does not account for the entropy of the D1-P system; neither smooth source-free solutions nor a black hole geometry appear to account for the entropy. This is one of the difficulties that we find with Sen's scaling argument.
It is possible that this sharp contradiction could be avoided if there were some other smooth solutions without sources describing the D1-P bound states; however the computation of [34] appears to make this possibility rather unlikely.
One might also try to avoid the above contradiction by proposing that the D1-P solutions be considered to be valid classical solutions, since the D1 source corresponds to a nonperturbative object in string theory, and thus may be considered to be closer to a monopole rather than a fundamental string. 8 One might still propose that the NS1-P system is described by the black hole solution. There is a difficulty, however, with such a proposal. Let us work in IIB string theory and let us first consider both the NS1-P and D1-P bound states at string coupling g s 1. In this proposal, the NS1-P bound state should be described by a black hole while the D1-P bound state is described by fuzzball solutions. Now let us continuously change g s to a value g s 1. Then the NS1 and D1 interchange roles; in fact we can interchange them by an S-duality to return to small g s configurations. Thus as we increase g s in this scenario, at some point the fuzzballs of the D1-P system would need to transition to being described by a black hole. This appears strange, since one expects a continuous change of the wavefunction as we change g s . The fuzzballs have a finite-length throat, and a change of coupling can change the length of this throat. However the black hole has an infinite throat, and it is very unclear how a continuous change of wavefunction could cause a transition from finite throats to an infinite throat, and vice versa.
Proposed resolution
In the fuzzball paradigm, the microstates in all duality frames (NS1-P, D1-D5, D1-P etc) describe the actual microstates of the black hole, and should be counted (after appropriate quantization) to obtain the entropy of the system. The black hole solution with horizon is not a correct Lorentzian solution for any duality frame. Having said this, we will discuss in Section 5 how Euclidean (rather than Lorentzian) black hole solutions can be used as very useful technical tools for computing black hole entropy.
For the purpose of investigating the spacetime structure of the bound states, it is not particularly important whether the solution is sourceless (as in the D1-D5 frame) or has a source (as in the NS1-P and D1-P frames). Indeed, in string theory there is a simple relation between sources and smooth solutions. Any single charge like an NS1 string can be dualized to any other charge (e.g. P, NS5, Dp, etc). In particular it can be dualized to a KK monopole (by dualizing to D6 and then using a 9-11 flip). The KK monopole is a solution of gravity with no source, and is indeed a smooth solution when x 11 has a large radius. Dualities of course modify the couplings and moduli of the theory, but our emphasis here is on whether an object has a 'source' or not. In this language the fundamental string has a source, while the KK monopole, to which it can be mapped, does not. However from the existence of such duality maps we see that there is no fundamental difference between smooth solutions and solutions with allowed sources. Here the term 'allowed' is important: sources give a singularity in the supergravity fields, but the singularities that are 'allowed' are only those singularities that have a physical interpretation in string theory; other singularities would not be valid solutions of the theory.
The previous comment on the smoothness of KK monopole charge is directly relevant to the issue that Sen discusses, so is worth discussing in more detail. Consider an NS1-P bound state. The winding and momentum charges are along the compact S 1 direction y. However the momentum is carried by transverse vibrations. Consider a point on the string, and suppose that at this point the vectorḞ i (v) is locally purely along the non-compact direction x 1 . Then locally we have a segment of fundamental string that is a straight line oriented along a direction n = cos θn y + sin θn 1 (3.16) for some angle θ, wheren y ,n 1 denote unit vectors along y and x 1 respectively. The string can only carry momentum transverse to itself, so the momentum direction is alonĝ n = sin θn y − cos θn 1 .
The components alongn y sum up to give the conserved winding charge NS1 y and momentum charge P y of the configuration, while the components alongn 1 give rise to dipole charges NS1 1 and P 1 , since at some other point along the string the motion has to be in the opposite direction alongx 1 , to make the string close after n w turns, such that the net dipole NS1 1 charge is zero. Similarly the dipole P 1 charge adds to zero since the string has no overall momentum P 1 .
On dualizing to the D1-P frame, the dipole charges become D1 1 , P 1 . On further dualizing to D1-D5, the dipole charges become KK monopole and momentum P [5] . This is why the D1-D5 solutions are smooth. But this smoothness is simply a particular feature of this duality frame, arising from the fact that the KK monopole is a smooth fundamental charge; this dipole charge appears as a singular source if dualized to other frames.
We therefore argue that as far as the fuzzball nature of microstates is concerned, there is nothing special about the D1-D5 frame where the solutions appear smooth; in all duality frames the microstates should be given by the appropriate dualizations of the solutions (2.2), (2.5), (2.8). Neck modes, when present, should be added to the entropy coming from the microstates that replace the horizon. The throat of the hole is parametrically long compared to its radius, so it is not difficult to distinguish modes localized near the neck from modes localized at the cap.
The limit from non-generic to generic states
One of the difficulties with understanding the structure of black holes has been that the generic microstate is expected to have a complicated structure at the Planck scale, and this structure is difficult to describe explicitly. A key aspect of the fuzzball program is to manage this difficulty by taking a limit through non-generic microstates. One first uses the understanding of black hole entropy to list a basis of microstates in a sequence, starting from the simplest ones. Thus for NS1-P one knows that all states are given by vibrations of the NS1, and the simplest ones are those where all the momentum is carried by just one harmonic. In the next simplest ones we split the momentum among two harmonics, and so on. The generic state has excitation of order unity for each typical harmonic. For the simple microstates we can make explicit solutions using the techniques of string theory, since the large occupation number per mode makes the classical approximation a good one. This allows us to see the nature of the microstate, and in particular we see that there is no horizon.
Similarly, for three-charge D1-D5-P bound states, we write all states in terms of momentum excitations of an orbifold CFT having different twist sectors, and then construct simple microstates starting with the lowest twist sectors carrying all the momentum in only a few harmonics. Again no horizon has been found for any microstate that has been constructed. For recent progress on constructing and studying such solutions, see [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] .
One then examines the low-energy modes involved in Hawking radiation, and one observes that the dynamics of these modes in the simple microstates is not the dynamics in the traditional black hole geometry with horizon; it differs by order unity. As we take the limit to more complicated microstates, we see that the dynamics stays different by order unity, instead of approaching the dynamics expected from a vacuum horizon. From this we get the fuzzball proposal for resolution of the information paradox: the state around the horizon is not close to the vacuum state for the purposes of the dynamics of the modes involved in Hawking radiation.
We can now see another difficulty that arises if one were to interpret Sen's counting prescription as implying that the fuzzball solutions (2.2) are not the microstates in the NS1-P frame. Consider the D1-D5 solutions constructed in [55, 56] which, in the AdS decoupling limit, are Z k orbifolds of AdS 3 × S 3 . In these geometries one can compute the energy gap for excitations to the nearest non-extremal state. This computation was carried out in [4] , and the result ∆E = 4π kL (3.18) agrees with the expectation from the D1-D5 CFT. But now we can map these geometries to the NS1-P duality frame, as done in [57] . We do so by transforming all moduli appropriately, and by dualizing both the geometry and the perturbation creating the non-extremal energy at the same time. This gives an equivalent dual description of the physics, so the resulting NS1-P microstate geometries (2.2) will give the same energy gaps (3.18) . By contrast, if we assume that the NS1-P solution was described instead by the black hole, then we would find a zero energy gap at leading order. Once we take into account backreaction we would find that for energies above a certain scale E min the effect of backreaction cannot be ignored. 9 But this E min does not depend on the choice of microstate (since it is based on the naive solution), and so does not agree with (3.18). Thus we have the problem that if we replace all the states of the hole with one geometry -the traditional hole -then we cannot explain the different energy gaps that one finds for different states.
Thus at least for the simple microstate geometries with which we start the fuzzball analysis, we see that the solutions (2.2) describe the microstates in the NS1-P frame just as the solutions (2.5) describe the microstates in the D1-D5 frame.
Similarly, one may consider the scattering of low energy supergravity quanta off a D1-D5 microstate; this is explicitly computable for simple microstates. One will find that the details of the scattering depend on the choice of microstate. By duality, one would expect the same scattering off the NS1-P dual of this microstate. The corresponding NS1-P fuzzball (2.2) would indeed reproduce the scattering as desired, but if we try to use Sen's black hole solution for the NS1-P duality frame, then the scattering will be independent of the choice of microstate; further, some part of the wavefunction will be lost through the horizon. Thus we again see that the microstates in the NS1-P frame should be given by the fuzzball solutions (2.2).
It has been noted that in the study of two-charge microstates there are regimes in which the supergravity approximation no longer holds due to some degree(s) of freedom beyond the supergravity sector becoming light [18, 58] . 10 In that case the correct description is of course to incorporate correctly the relevant light degrees of freedom, which can be done either in the same duality frame or by changing duality frame. We re-emphasize that in all examples that have been studied, when taking the limit towards such regimes from regimes that are under full control, one always finds a fuzzball structure rather than empty spacetime around a horizon.
Incompleteness of the throat geometry
If one considers the spherically symmetric geometry obtained for the NS1-P system after α corrections, then this geometry may be said to have a horizon, where the Wald entropy of this horizon reproduces the microscopic entropy. Similarly, if we consider extremal black holes with three or four charges, we can write spherically symmetric geometries which have a macroscopic horizon, from which an entropy can be computed. Since our arguments below will be very general, for concreteness and ease of notation we shall focus on the four-charge black hole in 3+1 noncompact dimensions; furthermore, for convenience we set the four charges to be equal in value, so that the (3+1)-dimensional solution is simply the Reissner-Nordström solution. Due to the generality of the arguments it is natural to expect that other extremal black holes, including the NS1-P hole, will display the same essential behavior.
The extremal Reissner-Nordstrom geometry has the following structure. Near asymptotic infinity we have flat spacetime, then we have a 'neck' region, then a near-horizon throat that has infinite proper length as measured along a radial spacelike geodesic. There is a horizon at the end of this throat, and then a region inside the horizon in which there is a curvature singularity.
Since the throat has infinite proper length as measured along a radial spacelike geodesic, it may appear that the exterior geometry from infinity up to the horizon is a complete spacetime, which after α corrections may become a valid string background. We will argue that this is not the case: if one attempts to verify the vanishing of string worldsheet β-functions in this background, then the worldsheet fluctuations will explore the interior of the horizon. Furthermore, to obtain a complete string background one would need to specify boundary conditions at the singularity, and the black hole singularity does not give a valid set of boundary conditions.
The extremal Reissner-Nordstrom geometry
The metric of the extremal Reissner-Nordstrom solution in (3+1) dimensions is
Let us start by reviewing some properties of the extremal black hole solution. Consider a spacelike radial geodesic, at constant t, that starts at a point r = r 0 outside the horizon and ends at the horizon at r = M . The proper distance along this geodesic diverges:
While it may naively appear that the horizon is infinitely far away from r = r 0 and will thus never be reached by particles at r = r 0 , it is a well-known fact that it takes a finite proper time for particles to fall radially from r 0 > M to the horizon at r = M . Consider a particle with energy per unit mass ε at infinity, falling radially inwards in the geometry (4.1). Denoting the 4-velocity as U a = dξ a dτ , we have that
is conserved along the infall. Using U a U a = −1, the proper time for infall from a radius r 0 to the horizon at r = M is
In particular, for a particle with ε = 1 (e.g. a particle falling from rest from infinity), we have
The relevance of this well-known fact for our purposes is as follows. Consider a string worldsheet in the throat of the geometry at some position r 0 > M . Consider a fluctuation in which a spike with circumference c emerges from the worldsheet. If this spike has a proper length τ larger than (4.5), then it can enter the region r < M inside the horizon. The action for such a spike is
As mentioned above, this gives a finite result,
In string theory, we can again consider a spike on a worldsheet that has a circumference c and a length τ . From the finiteness of (4.10) we see that a finite-action spike from the worldsheet can connect a point at 0 < r < M to r = 0. We have already seen that a finite-action tube can connect the throat to the region r < M .
Thus we conclude that finite-action spikes connect the worldsheet in the exterior near-horizon throat to the singularity, and if we do not have a boundary condition at this singularity then we cannot define a complete string background.
Boundary conditions at the singularity and fuzzballs
Let us now see what boundary conditions one can have for the string worldsheet at a singularity. The simplest example is given by a D-brane sitting in the spacetime. The string does not see the D-brane at leading order in the string coupling g s . However if we are to describe a microstate like a fuzzball, then the solution has to exist in the full string theory, and therefore we need to ask how the D-brane will be handled in the description of the string background. In the case of the singularity describing a D-brane source, the answer is known: the string worldsheet can have a hole with the boundary of the hole ending on the D-brane; each such hole gives a factor of the string coupling g s in the amplitude.
Thus the singularity arising from a stack of parallel D-branes is an allowed singularity corresponding to a physical source in string theory. But a single kind of charge does not make a black hole. To get a black-hole-like entropy that grows with the number of branes in the bound state, we need at least two charges; for example we can take D1-P.
Suppose we take a spherically symmetric two-charge BPS black hole and ask that the singularity at r = 0 carry both D1 and P charges. Then there is no consistent boundary condition at this singularity. The momentum on a D-string must be carried by transverse modes, not by a longitudinal mode. Once we consider the transverse vibrations on the D1-brane, the geometry becomes precisely that of a fuzzball solution in the D1-P frame. In such a fuzzball solution we find that there is no horizon and the only singularity is that of the D1-brane source. As explained in Section 3.4, at any point along the D1-brane, we see just a straight segment of the D1, moving in a direction perpendicular to itself. After going to a local frame where the boost is removed, the singularity becomes that of a single type of charge -the D1. 11 A similar behavior occurs for more complicated fuzzballs that have three or four conserved charges. There is no consistent boundary condition in string theory for an object carrying multiple charges, but in the fuzzball the charges are resolved into different constituents which each carry a single allowed physical charge of the theory. These allowed charges are vectors in charge space which are partly along the overall conserved charges of the bound state and partly along the local dipole charges. In the overall fuzzball microstate the local dipole charges cancel, while the conserved charges add up to give the overall net conserved charges of the microstate. Importantly, the resolution of the total charge into allowed charges breaks spherical symmetry and results in a structure whose size spreads out in such a way that there is no horizon for any of the states that have been studied.
To summarize, the supersymmetric two-charge black hole solution with horizon used in the argument of [31] is not a complete and consistent string theory background due to the singularity, and resolving the singularity leads us to the known fuzzball microstates that have no horizon. 
A general argument for absence of horizons in extremal states
In string theory, one can make a general argument that extremal black hole solutions with throats of infinite proper length (and horizons and the end of this throat) are not the correct description of the brane bound states that are usually assumed to correspond to such solutions. To do so, we shall employ an argument similar to the one described in Section 3.3. The string coupling g s is a continuous modulus that we are free to dial. Consider a bound state of strings and branes and let the number of these constituent objects be denoted schematically by N . Consider first the limit g s → 0, in which we ignore backreaction so that we simply have a finite-energy configuration in flat spacetime, as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Now let us increase g s to a small value, and denote by g s N α the combination that controls the backreaction. Here α is a positive number that depends on the particular bound state under consideration. 12 When g s N α 1, the backreaction of the bound state on the spacetime can be computed and is non-zero but small everywhere, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
As we dial g s continuously to larger values, the backreaction increases continuously. Let us next consider g s N α to be bigger than 1, but not several orders of magnitude bigger. Then the backreaction becomes order one or larger in a 'throat' region surrounding the branes, as depicted in Fig. 1(c) . (For example in the two-charge system this can be read off from the solutions (2.2), (2.5), (2.8) .) The proper length L(g s N α ) of this throat is expected to be a continuous function of g s N α .
When g s N α is several orders of magnitude bigger than 1, such that the backreaction is order one or larger over macroscopic lengthscales, we are in the domain where we expect this configuration to correspond to a macroscopic extremal black hole. However, also in this range of values of g s N α , and indeed over the full range of non-zero values of g s N α up to arbitrarily large values, the proper length of the throat L(g s N α ) is expected to be continuous. Note that arbitrarily large g s N α can be achieved while dialling g s only within the perturbative regime g s 1 provided of course that one first fixes N to be appropriately large. In particular, this would imply that the length of the throat cannot diverge at any finite g s N α . By this reasoning one expects that the traditional geometry depicted in Fig. 1(d) , where the proper length of the throat is infinite, is never the correct description of the bound state.
In order to show the opposite, that the length of the throat becomes infinite, one would have to demonstrate a phase transition for the states of the extremal black hole at some finite critical value of g s N α , such that this phase transition results in a divergence of L(g s N α ) at the critical value. We are not aware of any instance where such a divergence has been demonstrated.
The situation depicted in Fig. 1(c) represents the fuzzball paradigm for extremal holes also in the regime where g s N α is several orders of magnitude bigger than 1: there is a long but finite throat, and the detailed physics of the 'cap' region deep inside in this geometry contains the information of the bound state, possibly involving highly stringy and/or quantum physics. In particular, the state is not well described by a geometry with horizon, and thus there is no region interior to the horizon.
The significance of the solution with horizon
We have argued above the microstates of the black hole should be fuzzballs, with no horizon. What then should we make of the traditional black hole solution that we obtain from classical physics, which does have such a horizon?
First, we note that this solution with horizon was obtained by imposing the assumption of spherical symmetry, and then solving the resulting field equations. We have seen that at least for the two-charge supersymmetric bound states, the actual microstates break the symmetries of the traditional black hole solution. In principle there would be nothing wrong with assuming a spherically symmetric ansatz if this ansatz resulted in a regular solution, or a solution that is regular apart from allowed sources in string theory; in this situation we would have to accept the solution as a valid one. However we have seen that the solution we obtain this way has a singularity that is not allowed in string theory, and so it is not a valid string background.
Can one still understand the traditional solution with horizon in some way? Consider the (3+1)-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom hole with mass M and charge Q. This has a temperature T = 1 2π
Euclideanizing time t → −iτ , we obtain the Euclidean Reissner-Nordström solution,
If we compactify τ as τ ∼ τ + 1 T , then one obtains a solution that caps off smoothly at the outer horizon, r = r + = M + M 2 − Q 2 . We can thus consider the path integral of the gravity theory over all solutions with mass M and charge Q, in a loop with Euclidean time period This is the method that was used by Gibbons and Hawking to compute black hole entropy [33] . A smooth Euclidean solution such as (5.2) is a gravitational instanton, which gives a saddle point about which one can expand, to compute the on-shell action and thereby the entropy. Sen follows a related procedure in [36] , focusing on the extremal limit Q → M . (In this process T → 0, and the limit needs to be taken with some care.) The Wald entropy used by Sen is an expansion to arbitrary orders around the saddle point.
We thus obtain a satisfactory interpretation of the traditional spherically symmetric geometry. The actual microstates (in Lorentzian spacetime) are fuzzballs without horizon. One may count these microstates using a one-loop path integral over Euclidean time. This path integral may be approximated by a Euclidean saddle point solution, and successive corrections to the count of states will be given by expanding around this saddle point. C.f. the remarks on this point in [11, 35] . Since the saddle point solution represents all the fuzzball states, it should be expected to be a spherically symmetric Euclidean solution.
One may continue the Euclidean saddle point solution to Lorentzian signature. However we re-emphasize that the resulting Lorentzian solution with horizon has an unphysical singularity inside the horizon which is not a valid source in string theory. In addition, non-extremal black hole solutions with horizons give rise to the Information Paradox [27, 12] . The formal computation of entropy appears to be the same whether we use the Lorentzian solution or the Euclidean one. This leads to the apparent direct physical meaning of the Lorentzian solution with horizon, but we have argued that this solution should really be understood through its Euclidean continuation.
Several computations have been carried out using the extended spacetime of the eternal black hole in AdS space, whereby correlation functions between operators on the two different boundary CFTs have been reproduced by dual computations in the extended spacetime. However the correlators compared here were those that can be obtained by analytic continuation from Euclidean to Lorentzian; see [60] for examples of such continuations. Thus the agreement cannot be taken as a proof of existence of the Lorentzian black hole with horizons: if we have an agreement between a Euclidean CFT correlator and a computation in a Euclidean dual geometry, and then we analytically continue both sides of the duality to Lorentzian time, the agreement will naturally continue to hold. 13 However it has been argued that other comparisons between the boundary CFTs and the extended eternal black hole will not work, and that the extended eternal black hole should not exist as a stable solution in the gravitational theory [61] .
In [31] Sen also argues that the wavefunction of a string bound state can change character as one moves around in moduli space. While this is true for any quantum theory, here we simply note that unitarity will not allow the many different wavefunctions corresponding to fuzzball states to change into to just one wavefunction describing the traditional hole with horizon.
It is natural to expect that typical fuzzball microstates will have their nontrivial structure inside the classical horizon radius r h and perhaps one or a few Planck lengths outside, but for r >> r h + l p we expect the fuzzball solution to rapidly approach the corresponding traditional black hole solution. Such a picture of was described as a "tight" fuzzball in [17] , and an argument was given that generic fuzzballs should indeed be tight in this sense. With this picture, we see that observations made away from the horizon will lead to the same behavior as expected from the classical black hole. At the same time the large quantum deviations from the classical solution inside the radius r h resolve the information paradox.
As has been noted in the firewall argument [62] , there will be high-energy radiation very close to the fuzzball, in contrast to the traditional black hole which has the (say Unruh) vacuum around the horizon. In particular at Planck distances from the horizon, the temperature of this radiation will be Planck-scale, and the associated gravitons will of course give strong quantum fluctuations in the metric. As has been emphasized several times in other articles, this strongly quantum nature of the generic fuzzball is expected to continue into the fuzzball interior as well (see e.g. [14, 15, 17] ). However as noted in Section 3.5, the important point is that this generic quantum solution is obtained as a limit of solutions where the evolution of outgoing modes of Hawking radiation can be studied, and the evolution is seen to differ by order unity from the evolution in the vacuum solution. This resolves the information paradox in the fuzzball paradigm. By contrast, in certain alternative proposed resolutions, the horizon is smooth, but speculative nonlocal effects extending far outside the horizon are introduced; see e.g. [63] [64] [65] .
Discussion
In this paper we have argued that the black hole with horizon used by Sen in his computation of entropy is best viewed as a technical tool to compute the black hole entropy, and that the solution is more correctly interpreted as a Euclidean saddle-point solution rather than a solution describing a microstate of the black hole. In particular we have argued that the microstates in all duality frames are fuzzballs, in contrast to the perspective in [31] which has been interpreted by some as implying that the microstates are fuzzballs in the D1-D5 frame but a black hole with horizon in the NS1-P frame. Our argument was twofold. First, we observed that the logic used in [31] to distinguish the D1-D5 and NS1-P frames fails when applied to the D1-P and other duality frames. Second, the black hole solution does not provide a valid string solution because of the unphysical singularity inside the horizon, and resolving the singularity for two-charge bound states brings the solution back to a fuzzball in every duality frame.
The fuzzball proposal provides a consistent resolution of the information paradox. To understand the proposal however, one must appreciate the nature of the difficulties we face in seeking a complete quantum description of black holes.
First, one must fully appreciate the 'no-hair' nature of the horizon. While many no-hair theorems are classical, results such as those of Price [66] show that under very general assumptions, the state of a quantum field around the horizon sheds its information and tends to the (say Unruh) vacuum state on the timescale of the light-crossing time of the black hole. Remarkably, the fuzzball constructions in string theory describe structures that support themselves against gravitational collapse even we we add non-extremality (see e.g. [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] ); this behavior may be traced to a change in the topology whereby the compact directions become fibered nontrivially over the noncompact ones [73, 74] . A toy model explaining this phenomenon was given in [75] .
Second, we expect that all microstates of the black hole are fuzzballs, and we expect that the generic fuzzball will have structure at the Planck scale. This is the case for the two-charge fuzzballs, where we can understand all the states in terms of the vibrations of a string. The expected Planck-scale structure of microstates provides a technical barrier to understanding typical states explicitly in a quantum theory of gravity. However in string theory we have found a way to order the microstates in terms of their complexity, as explained in Section 3.5. This allows a limiting process in which one can see that non-generic fuzzballs do not have a horizon with the vacuum around this horizon, and importantly, that the limit towards generic states takes us away from the vacuum rather than towards it, since the fuzzball structure becomes more complicated the more generic the state becomes. It is sometimes stated that since we cannot understand generic states in a reliable supergravity description, it is unclear what we can learn from fuzzballs (see e.g. [58, 76] ). This is a misconception: what we learn is how the no hair results can be bypassed in string theory to yield states where the would-be interior of the black hole is not a vacuum region, and there is no region that is causally disconnected from future infinity. If one would like to show that the fuzzball construction is not a resolution of the information paradox, then one would have to demonstrate a phase transition in the space of microstate solutions where the simple non-generic states change over to a qualitatively different structure with a vacuum horizon, and where the wavefunction of the bound state that resolves the singularity is confined well within this horizon, as we approach generic states. However we are not aware of any such computation.
Third, the process that gives rise to Hawking radiation from a fuzzball is not well-approximated by the black hole with horizon. More precisely, the evolution of the Hawking modes will deviate by order unity from the evolution of the corresponding modes in vacuum. (For two-charge fuzzballs this can be seen by looking at the scalar wave-equation in the fuzzball background, or by studying classical geodesics in the fuzzball [32] and using their paths in an eikonal approximation.) Models in which the process of Hawking radiation does not have such a deviation but that attempt to restore unitarity tend to introduce speculative new physics, such as non-local effects that modify the Hawking radiation in the near-horizon region [63] or when it has escaped far from the black hole [64, 65] . It remains highly unclear whether such effects can be derived from string theory.
Finally, let us comment on the 'infall problem': what does an infalling observer feel as they fall onto the fuzzball? One might naively imagine that the observer will see the detailed structure of the fuzzball interior, and therefore cannot effectively experience free fall through a vacuum region; however this would be too simplistic. Let us assume that the infalling observer has energy E T at infinity. In this situation the added energy creates new fuzzball states corresponding to an added entropy ∆S ∼ E T 1 (6.1) so that there is a much larger number exp[S bek + ∆S] of new fuzzball states than the number exp[S bek ] of fuzzball states of the original black hole. The conjecture of fuzzball complementarity states that the evolution of the quantum gravity wavefunctional in this superspace of new fuzzball solutions can be mapped to an approximately free infall for the infalling observer [14, 15] ; for a recent discussion, see [77] . In particular, in order to investigate the infall of an E T quantum, one must take account of the fact that the infall will cause the original fuzzball solution to transition into a band of newly available states; a model was presented in [78] for how evolution in this band can mimic free infall.
